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Studying the stochasticity of type I solar storms with gradient spectra
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Abstract. Type I solar emissions are generated by non-thermal electrons accelerated by stochastic variations in the magnetic
configuration of the active regions. Most of them are recorded as a sequence of emissions characterizing noise storms, that can also
be associated with solar flares. However, details on the emission mechanisms of Type I bursts need to be better understood. In this
work, using the spectral technique based on Gradient Pattern Analysis (GPA), we analyzed Type I noise storms, measured as time
series in metric wavelengths (264.56 MHz), recorded by BLEN7M spectrograph of e-CALLISTO (Compound Astronomical Low
cost Instrument for Spectroscopy and Transportable Observatory) network. To characterize the fluctuation patterns of Type I solar
bursts, the spectral analysis was applied to time series with different canonical fluctuation patterns, the 1/ f β noises (White, Pink and
Red noises). The results indicate that the gradient spectra of Type I solar noise storms do not present a characteristic value of the
1/ f β noises patterns, possibly suggesting a turbulent behavior.
Resumo. Emissões solares Tipo I são geradas por elétrons não térmicos acelerados por variações estocásticas na configuração
magnética das regiões ativas. A maioria é registrada como uma sequência de emissões individuais caracterizando as tempestades
de ruído, que podem ser associadas com flares solares. No entanto, detalhes sobre os mecanismos de emissão das explosões Tipo
I precisam ser melhor compreendidos. Neste trabalho, utilizando a técnica espectral baseada na Análise de Padrões Gradientes
(GPA), analisou-se tempestades de ruído Tipo I, medidos como séries temporais em comprimentos de onda métricos (264,56 MHz),
registradas pelo espectrógrafo BLEN7M da rede e-CALLISTO (Compound Astronomical Low cost Low frequency Instrument for
Spectroscopy and Transportable Observatory). Para caracterizar os padrões de flutuação das explosões solares Tipo I, a análise
espectral foi aplicada a séries temporais com diferentes padrões canônicos de flutuação, os ruídos 1/ f β (Ruídos Branco, Rosa e
Vermelho). Os resultados indicam que os espectros gradiente das tempestades de ruído solares Tipo I não apresentam um valor
característico dos padrões de ruídos 1/ f β , sugerindo possivelmente um comportamento turbulento.
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1. Introduction
Type I solar emissions are produced by non-thermal electrons accelerated by variations in the active region’s magnetic configuration. Most of them is recorded as a sequence of individual bursts,
characterizing the so-called chains of Type I (Kai, Melrose &
Suzuki 1985). They could be associated with solar flares, when
the dissipative energy is added to the energy released by small
changes in magnetic distribution, increasing the duration of Type
I storms (Sodré, Cunha-Silva & Fernandes 2015). Considering
the possible role of the reorganization of the photospheric magnetic field in the generation of noise storms, Sodré et al. (2018)
analyzed the temporal evolution of the magnetic power spectrum for active regions associated to noise storms, applying the
methodology of Santos & Wrasse (2016). They obtained spectral indices > 5/3, suggesting the transfer of energy from small
to large structures. However, details of the emission and maintenance mechanisms of type I storms need to be better understood.

2. Objective
The aim of this work is compare the gradient spectra of Type
I storms with ones of canonical 1/ f β noises, applying GPA, to
verify similar behaviors between those gradient spectra.

3. Methodology
In this work, one time series of Type I bursts recorded on 8
December, 2012 (∼ 15:00 - 15:15 UT), in 264.56 MHz, by the
BLEN7M spectrograph of e-CALLISTO network (Benz et al.

2009), was compared with 1/ f β noises: White (β = 0), Pink
(β = 1) and Red (β = 2) noises. The time series were divided in
11 scales (starting from 3600 points) and they were used in every
GPA computation. The GPA method assumes that the complexity of a two-dimensional spatial pattern is characterized by the
degree of its bilateral asymmetry in relation to the four symmetry axes (perpendicular and diagonals) (Assireu et al. 2004).
The coefficient of bilateral asymmetry is calculated on the gradient field of a matrix, characterizing different gradient asymmetry patterns (Cordeiro 2015). Such patterns may be related to
dynamic processes such as reaction-diffusion, space-time chaos
and turbulence (Freitas 2012). The method was adapted to unidimensional data series (Assireu et al. 2002).
3.1. Gradient Pattern Analysis (GPA)
The GPA method (Rosa, Sharma & Valdivia 1999) was developed to estimate the properties of a set of points, which is usually represented in a 2-dimensional (2D) space. The operation
returns the components x and y of the 2D numerical gradient,
∇M, which can be characterized by each local vector norm and
its orientation. In GPA formalism, ∇M can be represented as a
composition of the following gradient patterns (GP): GP1 (the
lattice representation of the total vector distribution ∇M), GP2
(the lattice of the norms), GP3 (the lattice of the phases) and
GP4 (the lattice of the complex numbers, composed of GP2 and
GP3) (Ramos et al. 2000; Rosa et al. 2003, 2018). Further, for
each type of matrix pattern of the set GP1, GP2, GP3, GP4, one
can calculate specific parameters defined by Rosa et al. (2003)
as the gradient moments: G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 , that are the vector,
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norm, phase and complex representations, respectively (Rosa et
al. 2018).
3.2. The Second Gradient Moment (G2)
The G2 was developed from improvements that were incorporated into the first GPA operation that deals with the generation
of the image gradient field. In this way, the G2 , within the GPA
formalism, is introduced according to Eq. 1,
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where V is the total amount of gradient vectors and VA is the
quantity of asymmetric vectors after the removal of all symmetric pairs, representing the same quantities previously defined by
P
the determination of G1 . Then, the Vi A vi is the asymmetrical
vector sum and | vi | is the ith asymmetrical vector norm. High
values of G2 mean that the gradient grid has many misaligned
asymmetric vectors and, consequently, a high diversity of values
in the GP2 matrix (Rosa et al. 2018).

Figure 1. Explanatory diagram for obtaining the Gradient
Spectrum. a) input: time series; b) mapping from time series
to matrix scales (L1 to L11 ); c) matrix scales; d) calculation of
Log 1/L and G2 for each matrix scale; and e) plot of Gradient
Spectrum graph. Source: The author.

3.3. GPA for Time Series
To apply the GPA on discrete time series X(t) = {X1 , ..., Xi , ...,
XN } with Xi ∈ <, it is necessary to convert it into a sequence
of ` × ` matrices. As example, a time series with nine points
produces a matrix MX9 , as shown in Eq. 2, presenting how is the
mapping from time series to its corresponding matrix.
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According to Assireu et al. (2002), the values of G2 do not depend on the direction the time series are taken (from right to
left or vice versa) and they are more robust than traditional techniques to study fluctuation patterns in time series.
3.4. Processing of Gradient Spectrum
Initially, the time series are converted into an array of matrices
in the desired scale (L1 to L11 ), applying a software developed
in Python by Cintra (2018). Then, G2 is calculated using a code
of Sautter (2017) and its Gradient Spectrum is ploted by a software also developed in Python (Cintra 2018). The output of this
processing is the mean and standard deviation of the G2 of the
analyzed "mini matrices", for each scale (L1 to L11 ). Then, based
on the G2 values obtained from the 11 matrix scales, of the solar
and the three 1/ f β noise time series, a Log 1/L × G2 graph was
produced. The synthesis of this methodology is shown in Fig. 1.

4. Results and conclusion
The results, summarized in Fig. 2, indicate that the behavior of
gradient spectra of Type I solar noise storms analysed are distinct
of all type 1/ f β noises cited.
Considering the results, purely stochastic mechanisms can
be discarded as being the major generating process associated
with the plasma dynamics in the noise storms phenomenon.
There are advantages of applying GPA over Power Spectral
Density (PSD) due to its greater robustness for short series
(Assireu et al. 2002). We intend to consolidate these results
mainly by increasing the sample of time series of Type I storms,
and also processing them in a complementary method of GPA
using G1 moment.
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Figure 2. Log 1/L × G2 , for scales from L1 to L11 points. Source:
The author.
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